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Presentation Abstract: The National Weather Service (NWS) continues
to advance towards more effectively carrying-out its Mission by adapting to
and overcoming the challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic, even
as we worked throughout 2020 to address the largest number of billion-dollar
natural disasters in United States history. The NWS aims to reduce the
impacts of weather, water, and climate events by transforming the way
people receive, understand, and act on information. The agency continues
to deliver Impact-based Decision Support Services (IDSS) through a
collaborative forecast process, connecting directly to emergency
management officials and public safety decision makers at the federal, state,
local, tribal nation, and territory government levels. In this presentation, we
will discuss the nature of these intra-governmental collaborations to provide
observations, forecasts and warnings and related IDSS required to save
lives and mitigate property loss in every community throughout the United
States. In addition, we will review ongoing adaptations employed across the
NWS to continue all operations in the face of COVID-19 and how these
adaptations may evolve in the wake of the global pandemic. Finally, we will
discuss how we can move forward together to continue our efforts to make
every community ready, responsive, and resilient in the face of an increasing
frequency of extreme weather, water and climate events.
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